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CREATING A PBIS BEHAVIOR
TEACHING MATRIX FOR REMOTE
INSTRUCTION
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Please download this brief at : https://www.pbis.org/resource/creatinga-pbis-behavior-teaching-matrix-for-remote-instruction
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WHY A MATRIX?
• The learning environment becomes SAFE,
PREDICTABLE, and POSITIVE.
• It should be familiar.
• PBIS can STILL make learning, even virtually,
more EFFECTIVE.
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“It’s important to stress that online
instructions, are just like REAL – LIFE
interactions, with the same positive
and negative social consequences
for behaviors.”
Center on PBIS – “Creating a PBIS Behavior Teaching Matrix
for Remote Instruction”
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WHY A MATRIX?
• If you want it, you must teach it.
• Relearning misrules about how to
interact online.
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HOW TO BUILD A MATRIX
(You’ve been here before…)
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STICK WITH YOU SCHOOL-WIDE
EXPECTATIONS
• Consistent Language
• Familiarity
• Teaches that your
expectations “apply
regardless of location”.
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USE ONLINE ACTIVITIES AS YOUR
SETTINGS
• Instead of the physical
locations of your
building; use the most
common virtual settings
for you situation
• Consider if specific apps
or software might need
separate expectations

• Examples:
– Online
– Teacher-Led
Independent Work
– 1:1
– Small Group
– Social Emotional Content
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WHAT ROUTINES DO THEY NEED TO
FOLLOW?
• Just like in our classroom,
you may have to teach
specific routines.

• Examples:
– How to enter a chat
• Are you going to give them
some unstructured time to
chat?
• Can you find a way to greet
each student?

– How to turn in work
– How to answer a question
– How to organize their
week
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ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
• Some considerations
exist only in the online
world:
– Use of video
– Use of audio
– What is appropriate?

No Shirt!
No Food!
No Lesson!
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WHAT ABOUT YOUR KIDS WHO
AREN’T ONLINE
• Can you make a matrix for how weekly phone
calls will go?
• Can you make agreements for what the
parents will do, what the teacher will do, what
the student will do?
• What additional supports might they need?
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Credit: High
School Network
for Association for
Positive Behavior
Support Facebook
Pages
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SUPPORT FOR PARENTS
• A sample schedule for the week
• A checklist for the work due in a week
• Access to a printable blank planner page for
them to organize
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Created by: Erin Day @ Lost Creek
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TEACH DIRECTLY
• Posting the matrix isn’t enough…
• Explicit teaching and practice are still needed!
• How can you make it active? Can students
help?
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“Using the PBIS Framework for Distance Learning, with Families, & for ReIntegration” – Minnesota Coaches Meeting – March 2020
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THINGS TO THINK ABOUT
• Use visual
precorrections
• Use polls for increased
engagement
• Use Behavior Specific
Praise
• Communicate with
families

Welcome to Class Today!
Remember:
Audio on MUTE until we begin!
Have your VIDEO ON at all
times!
Answer the poll questions!
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Problem Behaviors
• It might be tempting to just exclude them but
they might not return.
• Consider:
– Correcting behavior by private chat
– Use praise/acknowledgements
– Student/Teacher Game for a class contingency
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ACKNOWLEDGING
• Make a digital version
of the coupons you
already use.
• Teacher Pay Teachers –
Digital Learning
Coupons ($4.00)
• Snail Mail, Skip Pass,
Show & Tell, Meet My
Family Video, etc
Teaching with Briana Beverly
The Simple Classroom
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PLAN OF ACTION
• How will you share this with your staff?
• How can you ensure that it’s being used
across teachers?
• What are your next steps?
• Share on Social Media!
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Questions?
• Let’s talk. Write in the chat any questions you
might have.
• How else can we help you?
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Contact Me:
Alicia Ziman
PBIS Coordinator
holt64@marshall.edu
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